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In this work we study holomorphic vector fields (near an isolated singularity) from the

differentiable viewpoint. Let F = I F , ( z ) ^ - be a holomorphic vector field on an open neigh-

bourhood U of 0 £ C", having 0 as only singularity. The solutions of F are immersed Riemann

surfaces that define a foliation T of U — {0 }. The vector field F defines naturally two real analytic,

commuting vector fields,

where {F{ z), t) = I F,( 2) i, is the hermitian product. These two vector fields measure, in some

sense, the "radial" and the "tangential" behaviour of F, respectively. More precisely, rF is locally

a gradient vector field, it moves along each leaf of J in the direction that, infinitesimally, points

closest to 0. We call it the radial or the distance flow on the leaves. Its singular locus is the variety

of contacts [ 12] of J with the spheres around 0, and away from M, rF is always pointing inwards

the spheres. From the point of view of dynamics, we can think of M as being the w-limit set (sec

Sec.3 below) of the radial flow. The vector field TF is also tangent to T and singular at M, but

it leaves invariant all the spheres around 0. We call it the tangential flow; its solutions give, on

each sphere Sf around 0, the foliation F£ obtained by intersecting with St the leaves of F, This

vector field is transversely holomorphic away from M and it carries "most" of the dynamics of

F. For example [6], if F is a linear flow with generic eigenvalues in the domain of Poincart, then

M = {0 } and the flow rF on the spheres is Morse-Smale. If F is linear, generic and it is in the

Siegei domain, then kf — {0 } is a smooth submanifold of codimension 2 in C", and each Siegel

leaf of F intersects Kf — {0 } in exactly one point, which is the point in the leaf of minimal distance

to 0 € C \ by [21; the Poincare1 leaves of F and the separatrices form the complement K = C — M

of the saturated M of M, arid the distrance flow on K endows this invariant set with the structure

of a foliated cone.

In this work we study a class of vector fields which resembles that of the linear ones. We

call them vector fields of Morse type, because they are characterized by the fact that the distance

flow on each leaf has non-degenerate singularities. We show for these that M either consists of

0 € C alone, or else it is a codimension 2, real analytic variety, singular only at 0, Kf is a cone j 8],

M — {0 } is embedded in C with trivial normal bundle, it is transversal to the foliation T and it has

a finite number of connected components. Moreover, we can write M = M*UM~, where M* and

M~ are both real analytic varieties at 0, M* n Kf~ = { 0 } , M* — { 0 } consists of minimal points

in the leaves and M ' — {0 } consists of saddle points. If we restrict our attention to a small closed

disc Dt, we let M be the saturated of hi in D, and K = Dt - M, then M and K arc invariant

sets of F and rF endows K with the structure of a foliated cone over KV\St, with (deleted) vertex

at 0. The separatrices of F correspond to closed orbits of 7^ in K O Si. Furthermore (Sec. 4),

if M = {0 }, then the induced foliation Te in S, is stable, in the sense that if ,SV. is a smaller

sphere, then there is a homeomorphism taking S, into S,> and carrying the foliation J7, into the

corresponding foliation on St>.
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I. THE VARIETY OF CONTACTS

Let F(z) = £" = , Fi(z) -^ be a holomorphic vector field on an open set U around 0 £

C , and we assume 0 is the only singularity of F.

1.1 Definition

Let M be the real analytic variety in U consisting of those points z Qlt such that,

i-0

We call M the variety of contacts of F, following [ 12].

If we let T be the foliation of U obtained by integrating the vector field F, so that the

leaves of T are complex curves, then z € U is in M iff the leaf ?, is tangent at z to the sphere

around 0 6 U of radius \z\.

Given F above, we let

M, ={zeU\Re{F(z),z) =

so that M = Mi n Mi.

1.2 Proposition

If the dimension of M\ (resp. Mi) is 2n, then F is linear, non-degenerate and F =

-F'(resp. F = F'). If the dimension of either Mi or Mi is strictly smaller than 2 n - 1, then

F has non-degenerate linear part.

Proof Suppose dim (Wj) = 2n, then Re(F(z),z) - 0 for all z £ W. Hence

Therefore, for a l i i , ; , Jfc,

Differentiating the lefl hand side with respect to ik and the right hand side with respect lo z, and

ZJ, we then have thai for all i,j,k

because F ; is antiholoraorphic. Hence F is linear and, by (*), F = —F'.

The case dim(M7) = 2n is entirely analogous and we shall omit the proof. To prove
the second statement in 1.3 we show that the multiplicity \i of F at 0,

= d i m c 0 q / ( F i , . . . , F B )

is 1, which is clearly equivalent to the claim in the theorem. It is easy to prove [3], [5] that JJ( F)
equals the Poincar£ index of F as a real vector field. We shall prove that /i( F) = 1 by showing
that if dim {Mi) < 2 n — 1 then, as a real vector field, F is homotopic to a C° vector field which
is everywhere transversal to a small sphere around 0, so [9] it has index 1. For this we note that
Mi is a cone near 0, by (SJ, [1], hence for e > 0 small the intersection M,* = M\ n S, of Mi with
the e sphere around 0, is a real analytic variety in S, of codimension > 1, by the hypothesis on
dim ( Mi), so S, - Mf is connected. Since M* is the set of points where F is tangent to Sc as a real
vector field, it follows that on 5, — M* the (real) vector field is always pointing inside the sphere
or always outside the sphere. Suppose F always points inside the sphere over Sc — Mf, the other
case being entirely analogous. Since the index of F is determined by the degree of the map from Sc

intoS*""1 given by F(z)/\F(z)\, we can forget about what happens in the interior of the f-disc
with boundary S,. i.e. we just look at F restricted to St. Let N be a regular neighbourhood of Mf
in St and let h be a C° function on St with values in the interval {0,1}. such that A is 1 on Mf and
0 away from N. ForeachtG [0, l],let Ht(z) =tF(z) - ( 1 - t ) / i (z ) z. ThenffiU) = F(z)
and Ih(z) is a vector field in C" defined over S, and pointing always inside the sphere. Hence
lnd(F) = Ind(/f0) = 1, proving 1.3 when dim (Mi) < 2 n - 1. The case dim (Mz) < 2 n - 1
is entirely analogous. m

2. GENERIC CONTACTS

Let F( z) be as in Sec. 1. For each small sphere St Ihe intersection of the leaves of the
foliation T with Sc yields a foliation Tt on $c by (real) lines and singularities on M fl $c, where
M is the variety of contacts.

2.1 Lemma

For each small sphere S£, the induced foliation Tt is obtained by integrating the real
analytic vector field

Proof For each z € U, T( Z) is F(z) multiplied by a complex number, hence T(Z) is always
tangent to the foliation ?. Also

Re(T(z),z) = 0



everywhere, so T( Z) is tangent to all spheres around 0, because the real part of the hermitian product

is the usual inner product in R 2 *. The lemma follows by the uniqueness of the solutions of a

differential equation.

The real analytic vector held

is always tangent to _F, its singular locus is the variety M and away from M it moves along each

leaf of T in the direction that, infinitesimatly, lakes us closest toO. We call rp the distance flow on

J. Infinitesimally, rjr can be regarded as the gradient of the function r( z) = |ii |J + . . . + \zn\2

restricted to the leaves. It is clear that the zero set of rF is the variety M, and it equals the zero set

of the tangential flow, rT.

2.2 Definition

The foliation F of F is of Morse type if the singularities of rF on each leaf are non-

degenerate. F is of Morse type if T is.

This is equivalent to saying that the contacts of J7 with the spheres are all generic. That

is, they are all minimal points in the leaves or saddle points. (A generic contact could also be

a maximal point in the leaf, but these contacts cannot appear in holomorphic foliations by the

Maximum Principle.)

2.3 Theorem

Let F be a holomorphic vector field in U with a unique zero at 0. F is of Morse-
type if M = {0 } or else M - {0 } is smooth of codimension 2. In this case, each connected
component of M -{{)} consists entirely of either minimal points in the leaves or saddle points.
The foliation T is transversal to U - {0 } , and therefore M - {0 } can be given a complex

structure.

Before proving 2.3 we make few remarks:

a) Since M is real analytic, the number of connected components of M — {0 } is finite.

Also |8j, M looks like a cone near 0, where the base of the cone is the link of 0 in M, i.e. the

intersection of M with some small sphere. This intersection is smooth iff M {0 } is smooth.

b) The fact that M is a cone tells us that if somewhere in U we have a contact of some

type, then we must have a whole curve going to 0 of contacts of the same type.

c) Though M is a cone, its topology can be very interesting, as it is shown in [7] for linear

vector fields: the base of the cone can be connected sums of products of spheres.

d) The fact that for T of Morse type the manifold M - {0 } has a complex structure is

surprising because, in general, these singularities are not complex at 0, as can be seen for example

with the linear flows in C3 which are in the Siegel domain with generic eigenvalues. It is shown in

[2], [7] that these have the 3-torus T3 as link of the variety of contacts, and the 3-torus cannot be

the link of a complex singularity [11].

e) We note that the simplest case of flows of Morse type are the linear flows with generic

eigenvalues. The case of flows in the Domain of Poincare' corresponds to M = {0 6 C"}.

f) If T is of Morse type, then hi - {0} is embedded in U with trivial normal bundle.

Moreover, the restriction of F to M — {0} provides a trivialization of this bundle.

The first statement in 2.3 is in fact a special case of a general result explained to us by Le

DSng Trdng about the generic contacts between smooth foliations. First we prove that M is smooth

of codimension 2 at a point x e M - {0 } if and only if the contact at x is non degenerate. For

this we choose local (real) coordinates y i , . . . , vin around x such that y\ = constant,..., V2»-i -

constant defines the foliation J7 at x, i.e. we lake a flow box. Let r? be the distance flow on the

leaves, then

^ ( x ) = 0 , i = 2 n , 2 n - l

because x is in M. Thus, if we let h, = ^ locally, then M is defined at x by the equations

h2n-i = ^2n = 0. We claim that the Hessian matrix of rF at x, with respect to the chosen local

coordinates, takes the form

0

(*)

To prove this claim we note that if v is a vector in Tz( J^), the space tangent to T at i , and
p : ( —b, 6) —• Tx is a smooth function with p(0) = x and p'(0) = u, then by definition

Hessr f(ti) = -r-y

Now,

= Edy; dX

T T



where pi , . . .p2B are the components of p and we eliminate the first (2n — 2)-summands because
p is contained in the leaf Tz. Thus,

2 ,

but over M we have ^ = 0 for all i. Hence

In

Hess ~~
dt dt

proving that the Hessian matrix takes the form (*). Since / J J ^ I and /ijn are the equations that
define M at x, we arrive to the first statement in the theorem, because the gradient of h j , - ! and
hzn will be linearly independent if and only if the matrix

(**)

is invertible, which is the definition of generic contact. We also observe that the minor (**) spans
the tangent space of the foliation T. Thus, if we let N be a small neighbourhood of z in C ~ R 2*,
and we let

H = (Wi,>>2,,> : W - > R !

then the kernel of DH is TM\N, the tangent space of to around i . Hence M and T meet trans-
versely at x. Now, T is holomorphic, so it can be defined by local holomorphic submersions into
C*~' satisfying certain compatibility conditions (cf [4]); Since M - {0 } is everywhere transversal
to T. these submersions can be used to define a holomorphic structure o n M - {0 }.

To complete the proof of 2.3 we are left with showing that each connected component of
M - {0} consists entirely of saddle points or minimal points. Suppose it does not, and let 7 be a
path in M - {0} joining a saddle and a minimal point, then 7 must contain a point representing a
degenerate contact, contradicting the hypothesis. m

3. MORSE THEORY

Let us first recall that if {ipt} ' s a flow on some manifold X, the w-limil set of a point
x £ X is the set w(i) consisting of all points y £ X for which we can find a sequence t, g R,
U —* 00, and that lim, ,«, ¥>[,(:!) = y- That is,<j(a:) is the set of accumulation points of the orbit
through x. The w-limit set of {yj,} is the union of the w-limit sets of all the orbits, we denote it by

Let F be a holomorphic vector field defined on U with a unique zero at 0 £ 1/ C C".
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3.1 Proposition

If TF is the radial flow of F, then the w-limit set £l(rF) is (he variety to.

Proof It is clear that every x e M is the limit set of an orbit of rP, so to C I i ( r f ) .
Conversely, let 7 be a solution of rFl then we claim 7 converges to M. In fact, if 7 is a singularity
of rp, then it is already in M, otherwise 7 is always pointing inwards the spheres, and there are two
possibilities: either 7 converges 10 0 or not. If it does, then 0 e M and we have finished. If not,
then 7 necessarily accumulates on a sphere So of positive radius, since 7 cannot go "backwards",
so 1*1(7) C So- Let^-, be the leaf of J" that contains 7; at each 1 C £ — M, the tangent space of £
at x is spanned by "fx and by the tangential flow. Therefore, over the curve 7 the leave £ converges
to So tangentially, so^(7) cSoOM, hence 3.1. M

Lei us assume F is of Morse type, and we restrict our attention from now on to a small,
closed disc Dt.

3.2 Proposition

Let M be the saturated of M in D, and let K = Dc - M. Then the w-limit set of rF

restricted to K consists of {0 } alone. For each x £ Af, its w-limit consists of one single point,
which is in M (by 3.1).

Proof If 1 e K, u( x) C M. by 3.1, but if F is of Morse type M - {0 } is contained in
the interior of to, by 2.3, so u ( i ) = {0}. Similarly, if 1 e M. then u ( i ) = {0} or not. If
UJ(T) = {0}, we have finished, otherwise the orbit of x converges to to~ as a separatrix or it
arrives to a minimal point, by the local description of 2.3. In either case, it converges to one single
point. B

3.3 Theorem

The radial (low rF endows K with the structure of a foliated cone, with base K(lSt

foliated by Tt n 5£ and (deleted) top at 0. Every leaf of T conui ned in K is an immersed copy
of ft2 or i'1 x R, according as it intersects S£ in a line or a circle (i.e. a closed orbit). Each
closed orbit in K corresponds to a separatrix of F.

Proof The statement about K being a foliated cone is an immediate consequence of 3.2.
Thus, if £ is a leaf in T, then £ is diffeomorphic to R 2 or S1 x R according as its intersection
with 5, is an (immersed) copy of R or Sl. Now suppose £ c K and Cr\St ~ Sl, i.e. we
have a periodic orbit. We claim that the closure of £ in D, is £ = £ U {0}. Assuming this claim,
Riemann's extension theorem implies that £ U {0 } is analytic at 0 and therefore £ is a separatrix,
by definition. To prove the claim we first observe that for every eo > 0 small, the first statement
in 3.3 implies that £ Dl0 is a cylinder, diffeomorphic to Sx x /. Now, let {xn} be a Cauchy
sequence in £, which converges in Dt to a point xo. If xo =/ 0. then TO is outside some small ball



Dla around 0, so we can find a subsequence of {xn} contained in C - DK converging to i 0 . but

C - Dl0 is compact, so it is complete and therefore xa € £.

Now, given a leaf £ of F, we say £ is a compact leaf if £ D Dc is compact as a metric
space. For example, the Siegel leaves of linear flows are compact.

3.4 Proposition

If £ is a compact leaf, then £ c M and its Euler-Poincart characteristic equals the
number of points of £ in M* minus the points in Af~, where M* (resp. M~) is the union of
the components of M consisting of minimal (resp. saddle) points in the leaves.

Proof Thai £ C M follows from 3.3, because the leaves in K are not compact. The second
statement in 3.4 follows by elementary Morse theory [10]. u

3.5 Example

Given integers p, q > 2 , let F be the vector field in C2 defined by P( z\, z2) = { -qz\ ' .

pzf""1). The solutions of F arc (he fibers of the polynomial f(z\ ,z2) = ** + **• The1* ' s o n e

separatrix, corresponding to V ~ / " ' (0) , and every other leaf of F is compact. The variety M of

contacts consists of the two axis {*, = 0 } , fa = 0} and the variety M' = M\ n M i , where

so it has a parametrization of the form

], re 1

Thus, A/ - {0} is smooth of codimension 2, so F is of Morse type. In fact, a straightforward (but
not easy!) computation shows that each compact leaf of F intersects the axis {z\ = 0} in q points
and the axis {zi = 0} in p points, which are minimal points in the leaf, while the leaves have
(pq) saddle points in M', so J8] the Euler characteristic of each leaf is p + q pq- Incidentally,
the parametrized form of M' shows that this variety is the cone over a torus knot of type (p, q),
so that the pair (D, D fl Af) is homeomorphic to (D, D n f~x (0)), by [8|, where / " ' (0) is the
separatrix and D is the unit ball. We do not know if this surprising fact is a coincidence or if it is a
special case of a more general result.

4. THE FOLIATION ON THE SPHERES

Let F be a vector field of Morse type as before. For every e > 0 sufficiently small,
we let Se denote the £-sphere in C" around 0, we let ?, be the induced foliaiton on S, and we

let Mt = M PI St be the variety of contacts. The previous section 3 gives information about the
behaviour of F on the complement if of the saturated of M, which is an open set around M. Our

next result gives the topological picture of Tc on a neighbourhood of M,. We recall |8J that the
restriction to M of the distance flow in C" gives a non-singular flow r ^ i x i M , near 0, which is
transversal to all the spheres around 0 and its solutions converge to the origin.

4.1 Proposition-Definition

There is a canonical model for a neighbourhood of M£ in Sc: Let V, be a tubular neigh-
bourhood of Mt in St such that its boundary 8Vt is saturated by Tt, so it is a union of circles. Then
the flow rM identifies V£ with the (unit disc) normal bundle of Mz in such a way that each normal
fibre is decomposed into a union of closed orbits of Tt.

Proof That Vc can be identified with the normal bundle of Aft is a special case of a well-
known theorem in topology. The claim is that there is a canonical way to decide which orbits of
Ts fill out each normal fibre of Mt in St. A closed orbit O of T in dVt is the intersection with S,
of a some leaf C = £{O) of T which has a local minimal point m = m(O) at distance less than
e from the origin. Travelling backwards from m with the flow r « , the solution of this flow that
passes through m intersects the sphere S, in a unique point x = x(O). Then we think of the orbit
O as being the unit sphere normal fibre of A/t at the point x. Furthermore, each point x* in the
(flow) line from x to m corresponds to a leaf of T that has a local minimal point at i ' ; This leaf of
T necessarily intersects S, in a closed orbit, which is contained in the interior of V, if x' J m. The
union of all such orbits is the unit disc normal fibre of Mt at x, and we obtain the canonical model
of the proposition.

In other words, given a tubular neighbourhood Vc of Mt whose boundary is saturated by
Tt, each closed orbit in dVf determines a point in Sc and a segment of the flow line of r « through
that point, in such a way that the points in this segment parametrize the orbits of J:

t normal to M£

at that point. There is also a canonical model for a neighbourhood of A/£ at a component of saddle
points, but we will not discuss that in this article.

4.2 Theorem

Let T be such that the variety M of contacts consists entirely of minimal points in the
leaves. Let £ > t' > 0 be sufficiently small, let fc and Tc< be the induced foliations on the
corresponding spheres S,,SC', and let M, = S,n M, Mt> = S^CiM- Then, there exists a homeo-
morphism tj> : (S t, Mc) -»{St', M*) taking the leaves of Fc onto the leaves of J^ .

Proof Let Vc be a neighbourhood of M, as in 4.1 above. Choosing intermediate spheres
between 5, and St, if necessary, we may further assume that every leaf of T that meets St away
from the interior of Ve intersects Se. transversely too. Then the leaves that intersect S, on dVt also
determine a tubular neighbourhood Ve> of M? in S?, with its canonical model given as in 4.1. The
radial flow r? along the leaves of ^ defines a diffeomorphism 4> between Sc — Int( V<) and S? —
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Int{ W ) . taking Tc into Fe-. Theorem 4.2 will be proved if we can extend ^ to a homeomorphism

taking the interior of VL to the interior of V,> and taking orbits to orbits.

We know from Sec.2 that M — {0} is embedded in C with trivial normal bundle. Hence

M, and Mc> are also embedded with trivial normal bundle in the corresponding spheres. Choose

a nowhere vanishing section A of the normal bundle of Kfe in Sc; This is equivalent to having a

marked point in each closed orbit of Tt in dV,, varying smoothly over Af£. For each such orbit

O, let i , e W, be the point that it determines by the canonical model, and Jet A(x 4 ) e O be the

marked point given by the cross section A. For each s , e Mt, choose an arc a (2 E ) from i t to

A ( j j ) , contained in the normal fibre, transversal to all the orbits of Tt in that fibre, and varying

smoothly over Mc. We now let the marked points A ( i £ ) flow down by r M till they arrive to SV-

In this way we obtain a marked point A'(x,<) on each closed orbit in dVt. Let us construct arcs

0( av) similar to the above constructed a-arcs: one for each x^ E M,', going from av to A'( i ^ ) ,

contained in the normal fibre and transversal to all closed orbits in that fibre. Each point in an

a-arc determines exactly one closed orbit in a normal fibre, with a marked point, and similarly for

the fi-arcs. There is an obvious correspondence between the end points of the a-arcs and the end

points of the /J-arcs. This can be extended by arc length to a homeomorphism from the a-arcs to

the ^3-arcs. This gives a correspondence between the orbits in Ve with marked points and the orbits

in VE' with marked points. Since the homeomorphism <j> is already defined on the boundary of Ve,

we can extend it to the interior by arc length, mapping each orbit in Vt to the corresponding orbit

in W.

4.3 Remarks

i) It is worth noting that our proof of 4.2 relied heavily on the fact that the germ of M at

0 is real analytic and that M - {0 } is embedded with trivial normal bundle. None of Uiese two

assertions holds in general for higher dimensional foliations, unless we assume that the tangent

bundle of the foliation be analilically trivial.

ii) We do not know yet whether or not 4.2 holds for vector fields which have also saddles.

The main problem here is to keep the saddle connections under control.

iii) Our definition of vector fields of Morse type is somehow restrictive because we are

considering contacts with the "round" spheres in C". We might as well consider other hermitian

metrics in C n and proceed similarly. It would be interring to know whether given the germ of a

holomorphic vector field F, we can find a suitable hermitian metric for which F becomes of Morse

type.
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